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Hudson Bay Company pelt records: the textbook classic 
predator/prey cycling example 

Krebs, C.J., R. Boonstra, S. Boutin et al., What drives the snowshoe hare cycle in Canada's Yukon, in Wildlife 2001: 
Populations, D.R. McCullough and R.H. Barrett, Editors. 1992, Elsevier: New York. p. 886-896. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from fur trappers supplying Hudson Bay Company. Predator “booms” lag behind prey “booms” then subsequent increase in predation caused prey to crash. Predators then also crash.Happens in a relatively simple system (relatively invariant habitat). Appears to be RARE in nature with more complex systems and processes of immigration/emigration. Experiments show both food availability for hares and the effects of predation are both capable of producing cycling (and probably interact to produce the pattern here)



Predator/Prey interactions  

If nice neat cycles are rare: 

What do we know about habitat influence on 
predator/prey dynamics? 

 



Old school pure ecology: mites, 
oranges and rubber balls 

① Huffaker study: predatory + herbivorous mites in 
constructed ‘arenas’ to study the effect of habitat 
complexity  

② ‘Arenas’ included: 
– Oranges (mite food) 
– Oranges + rubber balls etc (food + much more 

complex physical environment and greater prey 
refuge) 

 

 Huffaker, C.B., Experimental studies on predation: dispersion factors and predator - prey oscillations. Hilgardia, 1958. 27: p. 
343-383. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with some classical ecological study, looking at mites, to see what lessons might be learned.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple environment and few refugia = single oscillation then extinction – RISK OF EXTINCTION BY OVER PREDATIONComplex environment = long term cycling without extinction of prey (or predator)



So, might things be similar in fish 
populations? 

Bring out the Bass! 



Bass predation on Bluegills  

Gotceitas, V. & Colgan, P. (1989) Predator Foraging Success and Habitat Complexity - Quantitative Test of the Threshold Hypothesis. Oecologia, 80(2), 158-66. 

Various artificial  
weed densities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bass and bluegills introduced to tank various densities of artificial weed to represent different amounts of cover available to the prey species (bluegills).



Predator success 
decreases as plant 
density increases  

Bluegills choose 
denser cover 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bluegills favoured the areas of more dense ‘weed’ and there the predation success of the bass was lower.



Refuge work here… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In UK, much focuson the use of refuges to deter piscivorous birds has been in stillwaters where various types of artificial reef have been deployed, esp in winter. The most recent versions of these artificial reefs have included the ‘hedgehogs’ deployed in stillwaters and some slow-flowing rivers like the Wear. ‘Hedgehogs’ available from http://www.fishkit.co.uk 



Russell et al. (2008) UK cormorant study 
 

• Experimental ponds + artificial refuges 
     Control ponds with no artificial refuges 
 
• In the refuge ponds 
 

⚡ 79% less fish lost in refuge ponds 
 
⚡    67% less fish eaten directly by cormorants 
 
⚡    77% fewer visits to refuge ponds 
 
⚡    Cormorants c35% less efficient  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  

Russell, I., et al., Reducing fish losses to cormorants using artificial fish refuges: an experimental study. Fisheries 
Management and Ecology, 2008. 15(3): p. 189-198. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work of Ian Russell and colleagues suggests that, where fish have cover, predation success by cormorants (in this case) is much reduced. This work was in small experimental ponds but the principles are surely transferable to rivers – complex habitat makes fishing by predators (piscivorous birds & mammals) more difficult and less successful.



Classic predictions of habitat complexity versus 
predator/prey interactions 

 
①In ‘simple’ habitats, predators efficient and 
systems unstable 
 
① habitat complexity    predator efficiency 
and may tend to stabilize the interaction (lower risk 
of prey extinction) 

e.g. Crowder, L.B. & Cooper, W.E. (1982) Habitat Structural Complexity and the Interaction between Bluegills and Their Prey. 
Ecology, 63(6), 1802-13. 

 



How to make this stuff relevant in 
wild streams? 



To start: what’s good and bad habitat? 



How does WTT work increase habitat 
complexity? 



How does WTT work increase habitat 
complexity? 



How does WTT work increase habitat 
complexity? 



Would we expect this to protect 
against bird predation? 

• Optimal foraging theory… 
A predator should leave a patch when its rate of 
food intake in the patch drops to the average rate 
for the habitat as a whole 

• So, increasing search time and reducing 
capture efficiency by increasing habitat 
complexity should make predators give up on 
a patch sooner 

e.g. Pyke, G.H., Pulliam, H.R. & Charnov, E.L. (1977) Optimal Foraging - Selective Review of Theory and Tests. Quarterly Review of Biology, 52(2), 137-54. 

  



Wye & Usk Foundation Work 

22.8km of river bank completed in first year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information courtesy of Wye & Usk Foundation.



Any evidence it works? 
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carried out 

Nant Bran Salmon Abundance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information courtesy of Wye & Usk Foundation. Dramatic increase in salmon (and trout) juvenile numbers where marginal brash installed. Surveys suggest that genuine increase and not simply aggregation of fish in available cover. Data collection ongoing for further seasons before publication. As well as increased predation refuge, marginal brash will act as refuge from spate flows and protect eroded banks from further erosion; esp where fencing excludes livestock and the effects of intensive grazing. Wye & Usk Foundation believe that goosander predation may be impacting on salmonid survival in these streams.



Habitat Work – Problems not Solutions? 
• Land Drainage Consent? 
• How to secure LWD/CWD? 
• What if the stuff does break away? 
• Does it actually work? 
• Is it fish aggregation or genuine increased 

numbers? 
• Displaces not removes the issue? 
• Not good for some species e.g. grayling? 
• River users not happy – perception of 

‘rubbish’ in the river! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence in North American studies on their cormorant that displaced birds travel further to forage, then eat more when they get there to compensate!



Best Shot? 

• Make and keep your river rough 
  
• Use LWD and CWD 
 
• Fish live in trees! 



Photo: C. Rangeley-Wilson 
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